Crime and punishment in a roaming cleanerfish
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Cheating is common in cooperative interactions, but its occurrence can be controlled by various means ranging from rewarding cooperators to active punishment of cheaters. Punishment occurs in the mutualism involving the cleanerfish *Labroides dimidiatus* and its reef fish clients. When *L. dimidiatus* cheats, by taking scales and mucus rather than ectoparasites, wronged clients either chase or withhold further visits to the dishonest cleaner, which leads to more cooperative future interactions. Punishment of cheating *L. dimidiatus* may be effective largely because these cleaners are strictly site-attached, increasing the potential for repeated interactions between individual cleaners and clients.

Here, we contrast the patterns of cheating and punishment in *L. dimidiatus* with its close relative, the less site-attached *Labroides bicolor*. Overall, *L. bicolor* had larger home ranges, cheated more often and, contrary to our prediction, were punished by cheated clients as frequently as, and not less often than, *L. dimidiatus*. However, adult *L. bicolor*, which had the largest home ranges, did not cheat more than younger conspecifics, suggesting that roaming, and hence the frequency of repeated interactions, has little influence on cheating and retaliation in cleaner–client relationships. We suggest that roaming cleaners offer the only option available to many site-attached reef fish seeking a cleaning service. This asymmetry in scope for partner choice encourages dishonesty by the partner with more options (i.e. *L. bicolor*), but to be cleaned by a cleaner that sometimes cheats may be a better option than not to be cleaned at all.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The potential for conflict is common in cooperative interactions. This counterintuitive situation arises because in many cooperative interactions, the interests of partners are not perfectly aligned. The strong selection on each partner to attempt to derive the maximum net benefits from the interaction (Trivers 1971; Axelrod & Hamilton 1981; Pellmyr & Huth 1994; Connor 1995) may thus lead to ‘cheating’ by one or both of the parties. Cheating occurs when either of the cooperative partners deceives the other by providing a dishonest service, which can range from a subtle reduction in service to not delivering the expected benefit at all (Caullery 1952; McDade & Kinsman 1980; Bronstein 1991; Mooring & Mundy 1996; Yu & Pierce 1998; Bshary 2002a). This functional definition implies that the deceived partner usually incurs a cost from interacting with a cheater rather than with an honest partner (Semple & McComb 1996).

Cheating has long been predicted to lead to instability and break-down of mutualistic interactions (Caullery 1952; Trivers 1971; Axelrod & Hamilton 1981). However, this prediction has not been borne out, largely because a variety of means for controlling cheating or conflict resolution have evolved in symbiotic organisms. Strategies include simply reducing the opportunity for partners to cheat, rewarding cooperators while applying sanctions to cheaters and active punishment of uncooperative individuals (reviewed in Douglas 2008). Sanctions involve a curtailment of investment by the cheated partner, and the benefit gained from such an action does not depend on the partner’s future behaviour (Bergmüller et al. 2007). Examples include selective abortion of yucca fruits that contain too many pollinating moth larvae (Pellmyr 2002), selective reduction in legume nodule maintenance/growth if the rhizobia inhabitants do not fix enough nitrogen (Kiers et al. 2003) and withholding carbon rewards to arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi from plants as a function of phosphate provided (Fitter 2006). In all cases, the sanction is a side product of the plants’ immediate resource-saving decisions (Bronstein 2001). Punishment, on the other hand, does not convey immediate benefits to the actor; the benefits are delayed and realized only after changes in the recipient’s behaviour in response to the punishment (Clutton-Brock & Parker 1995). Punishment, as a mechanism to control cheating, depends on repeated interactions, learning and memory in the interacting partners.

There are few unambiguous examples of punishment. One of the most convincing ones occurs in the mutualism involving the bluestreak cleaner wrasse *Labroides dimidiatus* and its reef fish clients (Bshary & Würth 2001; Bshary & Grutter 2002b, 2005). Fish clients visit these cleanerfish at permanent locations, known as cleaning stations, to have their ectoparasites removed (reviewed by Côté 2000). However, bluestreak cleaner wrasses take not only parasites but also occasionally remove scales, mucus and...
healthy tissue from their clients (Grutter 1997; Bshary 2002a). In laboratory experiments, *L. dimidiatus* preferred client mucus over ectoparasites (Grutter & Bshary 2003, 2004), suggesting a direct conflict between the preferences of cleaners and clients. However, clients can punish cleaners that cheat (i.e. those that remove items other than ectoparasites), either by withholding further visits to a cheating cleaner if clients have several cleaners to choose from (non-resident clients) (Bshary & Schäffer 2002) or aggressive chasing, if clients have access to a single cleaning station (resident clients) (Bshary & Grutter 2002a). In the laboratory, both forms of punishment resulted in cleaners behaving honestly, i.e. feeding on ectoparasites rather than on mucus, in subsequent interactions (Bshary & Grutter 2005).

Punishment of cheating bluestreak cleaner wrasses by clients may be effective partly because these cleaners are strictly site-attached (Bshary 2002b). Fidelity of cleaners to a cleaning station increases both the potential for repeated interactions between individual cleaners and clients, as well as the potential for clients to recall the spatial location of a negative interaction, if not the exact identity of a cheating cleaner. Indeed, it has been argued that the mobility of partners should be a general hindrance to the evolution of cooperation (Dugatkin & Wilson 1991; Enquist & Leimar 1993).

Here, we examine the potential consequences of lack of site fidelity for cheating and punishment in a cleanerfish. The bicolor cleaner wrasse *Labroides bicolor* is a congener of the better known *L. dimidiatus*. Both species are similar in foraging mode; however, bicolor cleaner wrasses operate not from the limited area of a cleaning station, as *L. dimidiatus* does, but from large home ranges (Randall 2005). We predicted that this key difference in home range might be associated with two further differences: first, a reduced value to cleaners of individual cleaning interactions because of increased opportunities to encounter more clients, and second, a reduced scope for repeated interactions with individual clients. These effects should in turn be associated with differences in the extent of cheating by different cleanerfish species and punishment by their clients. Specifically, we expected that roaming *L. bicolor* should cheat more frequently than site-faithful *L. dimidiatus* and that owing to the lower likelihood of repeated interactions, punishment should be less frequently applied by the cheated clients of adult *L. bicolor* than by those of adult *L. dimidiatus*. The extent of cheating by cleaners should also increase with age and body size, if home range size is linked to these features. We tested these predictions, and the effects of clientele composition, through detailed field observations of both *L. bicolor* and *L. dimidiatus* at the same coral reef site.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Behavioural observations

The study was carried out in the lagoon of Rangiroa Atoll (14°58′8″S, 147°38′3″W), in the Tuamotu Archipelago, French Polynesia, in March 2008. The study site was Motu Nuhi Nuhi, a large (10 000 m²) area of continuous and patch reef (locally referred to as ‘The Aquarium’) on the lagoon side of Tiputa Pass. Depth varied from 1 to 7 m and the substratum had high relief and high coral cover.

Observations of bluestreak and bicolor cleaner wrasses were carried out between 09.30 and 16.00 by snorkelling. Individual cleaners were selected haphazardly, and observations began upon sighting a new cleaner. On each observation day, a different section of the reef was searched to minimize the risk of repeat observations of cleaners. Observations were made from a distance of 2–3 m. Each individual cleaner was observed for 30 min, during which we recorded the number and species of each client interacting with the focal cleaner, whether the client jolted and the client’s reaction following a jolt (i.e. chase or no chase). Jolts are apparently painful reactions by clients to a cleanerfish bite. They have previously been shown to be unrelated to the removal of ectoparasites and are considered to be indicators of dishonest biting by cleaners (Bshary & Grutter 2002a; Soares et al. 2008). At the end of each focal observation period, the maximum distance travelled by the cleaner (estimated visually) during the observation was noted, and used as a proxy for home range size. The total length of the focal cleaner was also estimated visually. Cleanerfish age was classified as juvenile, sub-adult or adult on the basis of coloration (Potts 1973).

(b) Statistical analysis

We first tested the assumptions of differences between cleaners in home range sizes and association between body length (or age) and home range size. Home range sizes were estimated from the maximum distance travelled by the cleaner during each focal observation and were log-transformed to attain normality. We used a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) to examine the effects of age (fixed factor: juvenile, sub-adult, adult) and cleanerfish species (random factor: *L. dimidiatus* and *L. bicolor*) on home range sizes. Simple-effects analyses (MANOVA) were used to break down the interaction term, by analysing the effect of one independent variable (e.g. species) at individual levels of the other independent variable (e.g. age). Syntax in SPSS (v. 17) was used to perform these analyses (Field 2005).

From the focal observations, we extracted measures of cheating and punishment behaviour. We tallied the number of clients inspected in 30 min for each cleanerfish. The extent of cheating by cleaners was then measured as the proportion of inspected clients that jolted. The prevalence of punishment by clients was measured as the proportion of jolting clients that chased each attending cleaner. Extent of cheating and prevalence of punishment were calculated for all clients combined, and then for two specific classes of clients that might be expected to vary in their response to cheating: residents (i.e. species with access to only one cleaning station) and non-residents (i.e. species with access to multiple cleaning stations) as per Bshary (2001; electronic supplementary material, table S1).

Differences between cleanerfish species in cheating or punishment could stem from differences in the composition of their clientele. A multivariate community composition analysis revealed that the clienteles of *L. dimidiatus* and *L. bicolor* were indeed different (see the electronic supplementary material). Therefore to minimize the potential effect of variable clientele composition, we considered only the 32 species of clients inspected by both species of cleanerfish in subsequent analyses (see electronic supplementary material, table S1, for client species lists). These shared
clients represented 83 per cent of all clients inspected by *L. dimidiatus* and 99 per cent of *L. bicolor* clients.

We used an ANOVA to examine the effects of cleanerfish age (fixed factor: juvenile, sub-adult, adult), as a proxy for home range size, and cleanerfish species (random factor: *L. dimidiatus* and *L. bicolor*) on the prevalence of cheating by cleaners and retaliatory chases by clients. The prevalence of punishment by clients was square root-transformed to meet the assumption of normality. As described above, simple-effects analyses (MANOVA) were used to examine the interaction terms. This analysis was then repeated for resident and non-resident clients separately.

### 3. RESULTS

#### (a) Cleanerfish body and home range sizes

A total of 57 bluestreak cleaner wrasses and 43 bicolor cleaner wrasses were observed.

Differences in home range size across age groups varied significantly between species (two-way ANOVA: species: $F_{1,94} = 2.52$, $p = 0.25$; age: $F_{2,94} = 2.30$, $p = 0.03$; species $\times$ age: $F_{2,94} = 12.05$, $p < 0.001$; figure 1). Adult *L. bicolor* had larger home ranges than adult *L. dimidiatus* (MANOVA: $F_{1,98} = 31.78$, $p < 0.001$; figure 1), whereas the home ranges of sub-adults and juveniles did not differ between the two cleanerfish species (MANOVA, sub-adults: $F_{1,98} = 1.47$, $p = 0.23$; juveniles: $F_{1,98} = 3.37$, $p = 0.07$). Within *L. bicolor* adults had larger home ranges than sub-adults and juveniles (Bonferroni post hoc tests: $p < 0.001$), but home range size did not differ between *L. bicolor* juveniles and sub-adults (Bonferroni post hoc test: $p = 1.00$), nor with age in *L. dimidiatus* (ANOVA: $F_{2,54} = 2.49$, $p = 0.09$).

#### (b) Cleanerfish cheating and client retaliation

Overall, *L. dimidiatus* inspected more than twice as many clients per 30 min as *L. bicolor* (mean ± s.e.: *L. dimidiatus* = 38.2 ± 2.2; *L. bicolor* = 15.3 ± 1.3; ANOVA, $F_{1,94} = 43.01$, $p < 0.001$). *Labroides dimidiatus* inspected 68 reef fish species. *Labroides bicolor* inspected 35 species, 32 of which were in common with *L. dimidiatus* (electronic supplementary material, table S1). When only these shared clients are considered, *L. dimidiatus* still inspected clients at twice the rate of *L. bicolor* (mean ± s.e.: *L. dimidiatus* = 30.4 ± 2.3; *L. bicolor* = 15.2 ± 1.3; ANOVA, $F_{1,97} = 27.0$, $p < 0.001$). All subsequent analyses pertain only to shared clients.

The prevalence of cheating by cleanerfish varied between the two cleaner species, but not among age classes (table 1 and figure 2a). *Labroides bicolor* cheated a greater proportion of clients than *L. dimidiatus*. When resident and non-resident clients are examined separately, a different pattern emerges. *Labroides bicolor* cheated on a significantly higher proportion of its resident clients than did *L. dimidiatus* (table 1 and figure 2b), but this interspecific difference in cheating was not observed for non-resident clients (table 1 and figure 2c). For both resident and non-resident clients, the prevalence of cheating by cleaners did not vary across ages, and there was no interaction between cleaner age and cleaner species (table 1).

Overall, there were no differences between *L. bicolor* and *L. dimidiatus* in the proportion of jolting clients retaliating (table 2 and figure 3a). Cleanerfish age and the interaction between cleaner species and age did not affect the prevalence of retaliatory chases by all clients combined (table 2). However, a significantly higher proportion of cheated residents chased *L. bicolor* than *L. dimidiatus* after a jolt (table 2 and figure 3b). This interspecific difference was absent for non-resident clients (table 2 and figure 3c), and there was no overall effect of cleaner age on retaliation by either type of client (table 2).

### 4. DISCUSSION

Cleanerfish are often dishonest. Our study confirms that cleaner wrasses often inflict jolt-inducing bites on fish clients, and such client reactions have previously been shown to reflect cheating by various species of cleaners (Bshary & Grutter 2002a; Soares et al. 2008). We had predicted that cleaners that roam widely, such as *L. bicolor*, would cheat more than site-attached cleaners such as *L. dimidiatus*. Conversely, we had expected that the clients of roaming cleanerfish would expend little effort in punishing cheating cleaners because the likelihood of repeated encounters should be low. Interspecific comparisons of cleaner wrasses supported our prediction about cheating, but not about punishment. However, intraspecific patterns of cleaner cheating suggest the influence of factors other than home range size differences between cleaners.

Our predictions were premised on the assumption of differences in home range sizes between cleanerfish of different species and ages, which would reflect the likelihood of repeated interactions between individual cleaners and clients. Overall, home range sizes were larger for *L. bicolor* than for *L. dimidiatus* (figure 1), which is consistent with reports of station-based cleaning in *L. dimidiatus* and wider ranging roaming in *L. bicolor* (Randall 2005). However, home ranges changed differently with ontogeny in the two cleanerfish species. Home range size remained relatively constant, at approximately 2 m in linear distance, across all ages of *L. dimidiatus*. By contrast, it increased with age in *L. bicolor*, such that the typical distance travelled by adult *L. bicolor* during the course of a 30 min observation was more than 10 times as large as that travelled by adult *L. dimidiatus*. Given that *L. bicolor* inspected only half as many clients as did *L. dimidiatus*, the likelihood of...
repeat encounters with the same client may be generally lower for the former. This will be particularly true for adult *L. bicolor* since their cleaning encounters occurred over a larger reef area. Our predictions of increased cheating by cleanerfish and lower punishment by clients should therefore be most clearly demonstrated in the behaviour of adult *L. bicolor* and their clients.

As predicted, *L. bicolor* cheated more than *L. dimidiatus* (figure 2a). Overall, approximately 12 per cent of clients inspected by *L. dimidiatus* exhibited body jolts, indicative of dishonest cleaning (Bshary & Grutter 2002a; Soares et al. 2008), while approximately 38 per cent of clients inspected by *L. bicolor* jolted. This interspecific difference was driven largely by the particularly dishonest behaviour of *L. bicolor* towards its resident clients. Clients with small home ranges may generally be vulnerable to cheating because they lack choice options when seeking to interact with a cleaner. Asymmetries in partner choice increase the likelihood that one partner—the one with more choice, which, in this case, is the cleaner—will cheat (Noé & Hammerstein 1994; Bshary & Grutter 2002a). However, it is not clear that the asymmetry in partner choice is greater between clients and *L. bicolor* than with *L. dimidiatus* because of cleaner home range differences since there was no association between the prevalence of cheating and cleanerfish age (table 1). More specifically, despite having the largest home ranges, adult *L. bicolor* did not cheat more than younger conspecifics. It is possible that cheating is in fact related to cleanerfish roaming behaviour, but we underestimated home range size for younger *L. bicolor* and they actually roam as extensively as adult conspecifics. We feel that this is unlikely given that observation methods were standardized across all cleanerfish. Alternatively, adult *L. bicolor* do cheat more than adult *L. dimidiatus* because they roam but the high prevalence of cheating by younger *L. bicolor* has an alternative explanation. The unexpected high level of cheating by young *L. bicolor* could be caused, for example, by the composition of their clientele. In fact, the clientele of juvenile *L. bicolor* comprised significantly more resident

| Table 1. Results of analyses of variance of prevalence of cheating by cleanerfish (i.e. proportion of visiting clients that jolted in response to cleanerfish inspection) on all clients combined, resident clients only and non-resident clients only. One fixed factor, cleaner age (juvenile, sub-adult, adult), and one random factor, cleanerfish species (*L. dimidiatus* and *L. bicolor*) and their interaction were estimated. d.f., degrees of freedom; F, test statistic; p, probability; significant values are in bold. |
| cleaner species | 1,94 | 69.17 | 0.01 | 1,89 | 15.72 | 0.05 | 1,85 | 2.31 | 0.27 |
| cleaner age | 2,94 | 1.79 | 0.36 | 2,89 | 1.51 | 0.39 | 2,85 | 0.87 | 0.54 |
| cleaner species * cleaner age | 2,94 | 0.67 | 0.51 | 2,89 | 1.90 | 0.16 | 2,85 | 2.00 | 0.14 |

Figure 2. Prevalence of cheating (measured as the proportion of inspected clients that jolted) to (a) all clients combined, (b) clients with access to a single cleanerfish (residents) and (c) clients with potential access to more than one cleanerfish (non-residents) for cleanerfish of different species (*L. dimidiatus*; filled bars; *L. bicolor*; open bars) and age classes. Sample sizes are indicated above each bar. ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01 and n.s. = p > 0.05 from MANOVA simple-effects analyses.
than non-resident clients, a difference that was not observed in other age groups of either cleanerfish species (electronic supplementary material, table S2 and figure S1).

Contrary to our expectation, the prevalence of retaliation was similar between the cheated clients of *L. bicolor* and *L. dimidiatus*, and across all cleaner age classes (figure 3a). However, a greater proportion of resident clients that received jolt-inducing bites from *L. bicolor* chased their cleaners compared with those that interacted negatively with *L. dimidiatus* (figure 3b and table 2). The reason for this difference in propensity to chase cheating cleaners is unclear. One possibility is that the lower tolerance of cheating by clients of *L. bicolor* reflects a higher cost of being cheated on by *L. bicolor* than by *L. dimidiatus*, perhaps because it inflicts more painful or damaging bites. At any rate, a clear link between the prevalence of retaliation by cheated clients and the extent of cleaner roaming is again absent since the prevalence of retaliatory chasing was not lowest against adult *L. bicolor*, i.e. the cleaners with the largest home ranges and hence the lowest likelihood of repeated interactions with individual clients.

Our results give rise to a puzzling question. Why do fish clients continue to interact with *L. bicolor*, given that a generally more honest cleanerfish species (i.e. *L. dimidiatus*) is present on the reef? The answer may lie in the difficulty faced by many fish, particularly those with small home ranges or territories, in gaining access to a cleanerfish. While those residing near cleaning stations operated by *L. dimidiatus* have frequent and inexpensive access to an honest cleaner, fish living further away do not (see Cheney & Côté (2001) for a Caribbean example). For these fish, the cost of being cheated by a more dishonest cleaner like *L. bicolor* may still be lower than the costs of travelling (e.g. time, aggression by other territorial fish, intrusions onto temporarily abandoned territories) to visit

![Figure 3. Prevalence of punishment (measured as the proportion of jolting clients that chased the cheating cleanerfish) by (a) all cheated clients combined (b) cheated clients with access to a single cleanerfish (residents, filled bars) and (c) cheated clients with potential access to more than one cleanerfish (non-residents, open bars). Bar heights and errors represent back-transformed mean ± 1 s.e. n.s. = p > 0.05 from MANOVA simple-effects analyses.](http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/0001-4667 fazer.png)

![Table 2. Results of analyses of variance of prevalence of retaliatory punishment (i.e. square root-transformed proportion of jolting clients that chased the cheating cleaner) by all clients combined, resident clients only and non-resident clients only. One fixed factor, cleaner age (juvenile, subadult, adult), and one random factor, cleanerfish species (*L. dimidiatus* and *L. bicolor*), and their interaction were estimated. d.f., degrees of freedom; F, test statistic; p, probability; significant values are in bold.](http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/0001-4667 fazer.png)
a more honest cleaner like *L. dimidiatu*s. Thus, to be cleaned by a cleaner that sometimes cheats may be a better option than not to be cleaned at all.
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